Reuters FX Buzz offers dedicated FX commentary and analysis throughout the day, covering...

Concise commentary on news headlines and deal flow

G10 currencies: USD, EUR, JPY, GBP, CHF, AUD, NZD, CAD, NOK, SEK

Emerging market currencies:
• Asia - SGD, IDR, INR, THB, PHP, CNY-CNH, KRW, MYR
• EMEA - ZAR, TRY
• LATAM – MXN

Market-moving rumors

Deep-dive trend analysis

Trade ideas
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Written by an experienced team of FX analysts...

Global team of 18 currency analysts

200+ years combined trading room experience

475+ years combined market experience

Delivering actionable commentary and analysis...

100+ headlines per day

12+ exclusive deep-dive commentaries/analyses per day

5+ options stories per day

FX charts embedded in stories

Stay ahead of the curve with fast insight

Make more profitable trading decisions

Differentiate their currency strategy

Manage foreign exchange risk

Stay informed with the directional factors affecting FX markets

Helping customers...

Exclusively on Thomson Reuters Eikon

Get all the tools you need to manage FX risk and operations, identify new opportunities, and differentiate your FX trading strategies. Expert commentary and analysis along with easy access to trusted Reuters news, liquidity, FX market pricing, options coverage, polls, and easy-to-use tools that help you filter content to your exact needs.

To access FX Buzz in Eikon, search ‘FXBUZ’.

To find out more about FX content and features in Eikon, visit us here: financial.thomsonreuters.com/eikonfx